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This year was filled with unprecedented
achievements and impact. Despite the
challenges, we stayed true to our mission and
accomplished a great deal. Please join us as we
share our biggest success stories from 2020.
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ACHIEVEMENTS
US State
Department
declares BDS as
antisemitic; will
not fund pro-BDS
NGOs

Governments cut

$3.8

million
to NGOs tied to
terror groups

DCI-P Senior
Advisor disinvited
from speaking at UN
Security Council

Confronting
anti-Israel and
antisemitic NGOs
in UN frameworks

2

Submitted amicus brief
contesting International
Criminal Court
jurisdiction over Israelis
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Exposing NGO

exploitation
of Coronavirus

Israel summons

diplomats four
times over NGO
policies

Defense Minister Gantz
uses NGO

Monitor

research in meeting with
European Union officials

PM Netanyahu to Germany:

Stop funding
anti-Israel NGOs

Annual Conference:

Terror Leaders as
Human Rights Activists

–

Exposing the Façade

France declares government funding to

NGOs must be
consistent with the IHRA
definition of antisemitism
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LETTER FROM THE PRESIDENT
Dear Friends,

Prof. Gerald Steinberg speaks virtually at an NGO Monitor drive-in
event in Montreal, September 15, 2020.

NGO Monitor entered
2020 planning to replicate
and exceed the achievements of previous years,
when we led an agenda of
greater scrutiny of NGOs
and drove policy changes
that affected the worst
groups. Suddenly, we had to
adjust to a new COVID-19
reality with substantial
challenges – globally and

individually, personally and professionally.
There were significant hurdles, some technical such as switching to remote operations, and some more essential, like the considerable economic
downturn and losing some of the teamwork of intra-office interactions.
We were also forced to eliminate travel, limiting our ability to meet decision makers, members of parliament, and journalists in North American
and European capitals. Understandably, questions pertaining to NGOs
and funding were sometimes overshadowed as priorities shifted in Israel
and abroad.
Nevertheless, as shown in this Annual Report, our talented employees persevered and generated another year of unparalleled achievements.
For instance, in November, the United States State Department labeled
BDS (boycott, divestment, sanctions) as antisemitic. This follows years
of briefings for successive American administrations and publications explaining the discrimination and hate behind NGO-led BDS campaigns.
We welcome the new policy and hope that NGO antisemitism is properly
treated as a bipartisan issue.
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In Europe, we have witnessed a year-long campaign by Palestinian NGOs –
in concert with the Palestinian Authority, international NGO allies, and
even colluding European diplomats – to roll back stringent requirements
that seriously constrain terror-tied NGOs. Our impact is seen both in
strong statements from key European officials, who refused to budge and
ordered investigations into allegations of NGO terror connections, as well
as in the increase in attacks targeting NGO Monitor for our leading role
in the process.
On the Israel front, I was privileged to testify before the prestigious Knesset Foreign Affairs and Defense Committee on our research related to
foreign funding to NGOs. The recommendation of the Committee – asking the government to prepare an in-depth report on funding to groups
that demonize and delegitimize Israel – is itself important. But I was also
heartened to hear MKs from a wide range of the political spectrum praise
NGO Monitor’s research as instrumental.
At the United Nations, sessions of the Human Rights Council were canceled, and most business was conducted over Zoom – preventing us from
physically appearing in Geneva. However, virtual access to the UN allowed us to participate in a diverse set of meetings.
Our flexibility in response to new modes of operation paid similar dividends in Canada. We were able to brief officials throughout the year,
leading parliamentarians to pose questions highlighting the problem of
Canadian funding to NGOs via UN agencies.
One thing we have learned in 2020 is that, through the dedication of our
team and your generous support – both of which should not be taken for
granted – the essential work of NGO Monitor will continue unhampered.
With appreciation for all your contributions and wishing good health for
you, your families, and the world.

Professor Gerald Steinberg
President and Founder
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TOP ACCOMPLISHMENTS
NEW EU FUNDING REGULATION:
NO FUNDING TO TERROR-TIED NGOS

THE DATA AMASSED in NGO Monitor’s research
and reports have compelled the European Union
(EU) to tighten its NGO funding regulations, leading to conflict with Palestinian NGOs.
EU grant agreements now include a clause requiring grantees to actively guarantee that they are not
working or partnering with terror groups. This new
demand of NGOs is a welcome step, and follows years of
meticulous and groundbreaking NGO Monitor research and
briefings for Members of the European Parliament, diplomats, and other
senior officials.
EU contracts state that entities on the EU terrorist organizations list are
ineligible for funding, whether as contractors, subcontractors, or participants in training workshops. In the Palestinian context, this includes
Hamas, Al-Qassam Brigades, Al-Aqsa Martyrs Brigade, Islamic Jihad,
and the Popular Front for the Liberation of Palestine (PFLP).
The PFLP, in particular, has links to numerous Palestinian NGOs receiving European funding. In fact, the PFLP acknowledged this by publishing
a statement urging all Palestinian NGOs to reject EU anti-terror conditions.
Based on information from public sources, including EU databases, NGO

Monitor estimates that the EU has provided €38 million
(~$45 million) since 2011 in project funding to NGOs with
clear and ongoing links to the PFLP.
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EU Neighborhood
In March 2020, several months after Palestinian NGOs began complaining about
Commissioner
these restrictions, NGO Monitor uncovered
publicly ordered an
a letter from an EU diplomat to an umbrella
investigation into
organization of leading Palestinian NGOs.
He assured the Palestinian NGOs that even
whether EU funds
if an NGO applying for EU grants is an affilwent to terror-tied
iate of EU-designated terrorist groups or employs individuals from these groups, the EU
NGOs.
will still provide the organization with funds
and legitimacy. We exposed this information on Israel’s primetime news, which led Israel’s Foreign Ministry
to summon the EU Ambassador in protest.
NGO Monitor also wrote to the President of the European Commission
and other officials, warning of the dangers of funding NGOs linked to
terror. Together with partners in Brussels, NGO Monitor research was instrumental to the demands made by Members of the European Parliament
for a serious investigation.

EU Commisioner Olivér Várhelyi addresses the European Parliament on EU funding to terror tied
NGOs, May 2020.
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Article in the Dutch newspaper “De Telegraaf” about Dutch funding the salary of an NGO
employee arrested for the murder of Rina Shnerb.

In May, EU Neighborhood Commissioner Olivér Várhelyi publicly ordered the heads of EU delegations in Israel and the Palestinian Authority
to investigate and report on whether EU funds went to terror-tied NGOs.
In June, NGO Monitor received a response from the President of the European Commission stating that “an internal review process is ongoing. If
there is any finding of concern, the European Commission will act immediately to protect the integrity and proper functioning of the EU funds.”
Palestinian NGOs have been protesting the new guidelines and are refusing to sign the contracts with the EU. In October, the Palestinian Authority and Palestinian groups met to discuss ways to pressure the EU to end
terror restrictions in NGO funding. The late Saeb Erekat led the meeting
and blamed “Zionist lobbies” (i.e. NGO Monitor) for the enforcement of
the EU’s anti-terror rules.
It is also important to note that the EU provides over €25 million (~$30
million) in grants annually to Palestinian non-governmental bodies. Implementation of these terror restrictions will result in major reductions in
NGO funding.
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GOVERNMENTS CUT $3.8 MILLION IN 2020 TO
NGOS LINKED TO TERROR
AS A DIRECT result of NGO Monitor’s reports, governments cut more
than $3.8 million in 2020 to NGOs tied to terror groups, adding to previous reductions. There were additional cuts. As lamented by the Executive
Director of Bisan Center, who was convicted for his involvement in the
PFLP: “When I was arrested, we were in discussions with several international organisations or donors to set up development programmes. Some
of them were afraid and backed down, preferring not to be linked with
Bisan in these circumstances.”

The Dutch government froze €8 million (~$10
million) over three years to the Palestinian Union
of Agricultural Work Committees (UAWC).
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European Union — Following NGO Monitor’s pressure on the EU
to honor its anti-terror restrictions (see above), the Palestinian NGO
BADIL announced that it “objected to the so-called anti-terrorism clause”
and would not sign the contract. In turn, the EU refused to grant €1.7
million (~$2 million) to the NGO. According to media reports, at least
eight Palestinian NGOs have stated that they will not sign contracts with
the EU.
Netherlands — For years, NGO Monitor has called on governments to
end funding to NGOs with ties to terror. In June, the Dutch government
froze €8 million (~$10 million) over three years to the Palestinian Union
of Agricultural Work Committees (UAWC) – a core member of this NGO
network, as documented by NGO Monitor. The Ministers of Foreign Affairs and Development announced an external investigation into UAWC’s
ties to the PFLP.
Our
research
showed that since
2013, UAWC received nearly $20
million from the
Netherlands. NGO
Monitor’s research
was crucial in public debates over this
issue, which ultimately resulted in
the Dutch government’s announcement.
Director General of MENA Vebjørn Dysvik, NGO Monitor President Prof.
Gerald Steinberg, Senior Researcher Shaun Sacks, CEO of MIFF Conrad
Myrland, in Oslo, January 2020.
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UAWC is one of
several terror-linked
NGO that receive
Dutch government
grants, and we will

NGO MONITOR

NGO Monitor Vice President Olga Deutsch is interviewed on i24 news.

continue to raise awareness and present our
findings on NGO-terror connections.
Denmark — After the EU ended grant negotiations with BADIL (see above), DanChurchAid, a church-based aid organization funded by the Danish and other governments, also
ceased its cooperation with BADIL.

Norway cut 8% of
its budget to Pal
estinian NGOs and
demanded more
oversight, as part
of government
responses to
ongoing incitement
in the Palestinian
Authority.

Norway - Norway cut 8% of its budget to
Palestinian NGOs and demanded more oversight, as part of government responses to ongoing incitement in the Palestinian Authority.
This comes following NGO Monitor publications on Norwegian funding to NGOs with
terror ties and after an NGO Monitor trip to
Norway where we presented our research to members of parliament from
across the political spectrum.
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GOVERNMENTS CONFRONT NGO ANTISEMITISM BY
IMPLEMENTING IHRA “DEFINITION”
ON NOVEMBER 19, US Secretary of State Mike Pompeo announced a new policy, labeling BDS (boycott, divestment, and sanctions) as antisemitic and stressing that the United States would “ensure
that its foreign assistance funding is not provided to foreign organizations
engaged in anti-Semitic BDS activities.”
Since its founding, NGO Monitor has systematically exposed the antisemitic nature of BDS and of the NGOs that promote it under the façade
of human rights and international law advocacy. We have also called on
government donors to cease the funding that empowers and enables these
organizations. After years of meetings, briefings, and publications, we
welcome the new policy of the US government and encourage other governments to follow suit.
NGO Monitor was cited as the leading expert on this issue in The New

Screenshot of NGO Monitor video, November 19, 2020.
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York Times, The Hill, and other prominent media outlets. Prof. Gerald Steinberg published an op-ed in Newsweek
emphasizing that NGO antisemitism
should be treated as a bipartisan issue.
This is an important example of government implementation, in the context of
NGO funding, of the International Holocaust Remembrance
Alliance
(IHRA)
working definition of
antisemitism. IHRA
provides examples to
illustrate how antisemitism is manifest. Specifically, we note that
BDS includes denying
“the Jewish people their
right to self-determination” and applying
“double standards” to
Israel.

US Secretary
of State Mike
Pompeo
announced a
new policy,
labeling BDS as
antisemitic.

With this announcement, the US joins European countries, such as France, which declared
BDS illegal in 2015, and Germany, where the Bundestag declared BDS
antisemitic in 2019 and pledged not to fund organizations the promote
BDS or question Israel’s right to exist.
Further stressing the importance of IHRA, in 2020, the French Prime
Minister’s Office declared that government funding to NGOs must
be consistent with the IHRA definition of antisemitism. NGO Monitor has increased our focus on France in recent years, and this declaration
will ensure that NGOs promoting antisemitism will not get funding from
the French government.
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CHANGES IN NGO FUNDING
POLICIES
EXPANDING ON OUR SUCCESSES from previous years, in 2020,
NGO Monitor research triggered intensive discussions on the urgent need
to revise NGO funding policies in North America, Israel, and Europe.

EU — In May 2020, the European
Parliament published the Discharge
for the 2018 budget, a procedure that
evaluates how EU funds were spent
in a given budget year. The Discharge
insisted that, when approving foreign
funding recipients, the European
Commission “should thoroughly verify the use of Union funds by third
entities to ensure that no funds are
allocated or linked to any cause or
form of terrorism and/or religious
and political radicalization.”

France — In February
2020, the French Development Agency (AFD) announced that every NGO
receiving
government
funds must be reminded
that promoting boycotts
of Israel is illegal in
France.

Deputy Mayor of Jerusalem Fleur
Hassan-Nahoum, NGO Monitor Vice President
Olga Deutsch, and IMPACT-se CEO Marcus
Sheff at an NGO Monitor press briefing on EU
funding to NGOs to “protect Palestinian identity” in Jerusalem, September 17, 2020.
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NGO Monitor Vice President Olga Deutsch speaks about European funding to NGOs at the Christian
Media Summit, October 20, 2020.

Canada — Throughout the year, NGO Monitor
briefed Members of the Parliament of Canada
(MPs), as well as officials in Ottawa, Tel Aviv, and
Ramallah. Our staff emphasized the importance
of transparency and accountability in government
funding, and the need to track how UN agencies
use Canadian funds. In June, MP Marty Morantz
asked parliamentary questions to the Minister
of International Development and Global Affairs
Canada Finance Committee, based on NGO Monitor research. He inquired about Canadian funding
to WHO and UNICEF’s COVID-19 efforts and how
the Canadian government can ensure that no
money goes to NGOs tied to terror groups.
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Prof. Gerald Steinberg speaks at the Knesset Foreign Affairs and Defense Committee hearing on
foreign funding to NGOs, November 16, 2020.

NGO Monitor Vice President Olga Deutsch and
Senior Researcher Vincent Chebat at an NGO
Monitor press briefing on EU funding to NGOs in
2019, October 21, 2020.
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Switzerland —
In 2020, the Swiss
Development Agency introduced a new requirement
in its contracts with NGOs
called “Code of Conduct.” It
specifically stipulates that
the “Swiss FDFA does not
tolerate any behaviour that is
punishable by law or any infringement of rules…” including incitement to violence
and terror related activities,
including on social media.

NGO MONITOR

Israel — On November 16, the Knesset Foreign Affairs and
Defense Committee held a hearing on foreign funding to NGOs.
After detailed testimony by NGO Monitor’s President Prof. Gerald Steinberg, the Committee asked the government to prepare an in-depth report
on funding to groups that demonize and delegitimize Israel or interfere
in internal Israeli affairs. The meeting was called in response to NGO
Monitor’s analysis of EU funding to NGOs. MKs from across the political
spectrum participated, and NGO Monitor’s research was praised as instrumental throughout the debate. The Committee voted for an in-depth
report to be prepared by different governmental ministries and agencies
within 90 days. Committee chair MK Zvi Hauser reiterated and endorsed
NGO Monitor’s recommendation for increased dialogue with European
parliamentarians.
Earlier this year, on June 17, the Knesset Finance Committee refused to
extend a tax exemption on fuel imports into Gaza to ten international
NGOs, unless special approval from the army is given. NGO Monitor’s
research was used extensively during the debates, demonstrating how
some of the so-called humanitarian groups promote BDS and other political campaigns. NGO Monitor attended the second committee meeting
on this issue.
In addition, information from our research was raised in a meeting between Alternate Prime Minister/Minister of Defense Benny Gantz and the
EU Ambassador to Israel. Minister Gantz emphasized in his tweet summarizing the meeting that it is “imperative for the EU and its member
countries to better supervise grants to Palestinian civil society to ensure
that they are not misused to finance terror infrastructure. I stated that
the MOD and I view this issue to be of importance and that we are interested in advancing strategic cooperation with the EU on this matter. We
agreed to continue working together to advance dialogue in the region.”
NGO Monitor continues to share its research and findings with all relevant elected officials and governmental ministries.
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EXPOSING NGOS TIED TO
TERROR
THE MAJOR DEVELOPMENTS in the Netherlands, the EU, and elsewhere – as discussed
throughout this annual report – reflect NGO
Monitor’s research documenting the links between terror groups and influential anti-Israel
NGOs. We have shown how the NGOs claim that the use of violence
(terror) is “legitimate” and promote propaganda accusing Israel of committing war crimes.

PUBLICATION OF A REPORT
SERIES
In January, we distributed a series of detailed research reports on “NGO Ties to the PFLP Terror
Network.” These reports document indisputable
evidence of ties between a network of NGOs
and their officials to Palestinian terror organizations. We uncovered information showing that
more than 70 staffers from these NGOs were
connected to the PFLP. All eight of the NGOs
discussed in our publications receive grants from
European governments, and some receive funding originating in the US, Canada, Japan, and
UN agencies such as OCHA and UNICEF.

We published
8 reports that
uncovered
information
showing that
more than 70
staffers from
these NGOs
were connected
to the PFLP.

NGO Monitor sent these reports to government
officials, decision makers, and journalists in Europe and North America,
urging them to investigate and cease all funding to terror-linked NGOs.
This engagement is ongoing and includes direct meetings with ambassadors and other top diplomats from these countries, briefings for jour-
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nalists, and webinars. Our research was also
repeated and amplified in the Knesset and by
Israeli government officials.

AL-MEZAN REPORT AND IMPACT
IN THE NETHERLANDS
Our publication on the Palestinian NGO AlMezan and its links to the PFLP
led the Dutch government to
launch an investigation. The ministers responsible for funding to
NGOs confirmed that, on social
media, Al-Mezan officials made
remarks expressing support for the
PFLP, celebrating the murder of
Israeli civilians, and generally glorifying and encouraging violence.
Al-Mezan was urged to hide the evidence by deleting these posts. NGO
Monitor expects the Dutch government to end grants to Al-Mezan.

RESEARCHERS UNCOVER KEY VIDEO
In 2020, NGO Monitor researchers found additional evidence of the close
links between the Palestinian NGO network and the PFLP.
We uncovered a video showing NGO officials, including a number subsequently arrested and indicted for orchestrating a deadly attack, attending
an event run by the PFLP terror organization. On May 14, 2019, the
PFLP held a memorial in Ramallah. The event centered on a PFLP political bureau member who “contributed to the establishment” of several
PFLP-affiliated NGOs, including the Union of Health Work Committees (UHWC), the Union of Agricultural Work Committees (UAWC),
and Addameer.
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Our researchers identified 10 officials from
Palestinian NGOs in the video, capturing the
breadth and ongoing relevance of the PFLP’s
NGO network. This reinforces the clear and
urgent need for a funding freeze pending a
comprehensive and independent investigation of
European government funding to these organizations.

EUROPEAN PARLIAMENTARIANS
VISIT A TERROR-TIED NGO
In March, NGO Monitor discovered that
Member of European Parliament Manu Pineda
(Group of the European United Left, Spain) led
a delegation of MEPs to visit the offices of the
Palestinian NGO Health Work Committees
(HWC), an NGO linked to the PFLP terror
organization.

Our publication
on the
Palestinian NGO
Al-Mezan and its
links to the PFLP
led the Dutch
government
to launch an
investigation.

As highlighted in our report series, HWC’s
co-founder, financial director, and numerous board
members have direct links
to the PFLP. The organization’s financial and
administration
manager
was arrested for leading the
PFLP’s military operations,
including the attack that
killed Rina Shnerb in August 2019.
NGO Monitor exposed this
meeting on Israel’s primetime radio show on Galei Tzahal, which included
an interview with NGO Monitor President Prof. Gerald Steinberg.
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COMBATING NGO LAWFARE
THE INSTITUTE FOR NGO RESEARCH,
NGO Monitor’s parent organization, regularly engages with the UN as a UN ECOSOC
accredited organization, including presenting
submissions and participating in UN Human
Rights Council (UNHRC) sessions. This year,
NGO Monitor continued to be an active voice
at the UN, calling out its antisemitism and bias
against Israel.
NGO Monitor also challenged legal attacks
against Israel at the International Criminal
Court (ICC), where the Prosecutor is attempting to gain approval for proceeding with “war
crimes investigations” against Israelis.

UNITED NATIONS

NGO Monitor
challenged legal
attacks against
Israel at the
International
Criminal Court
(ICC), where
the Prosecutor
is attempting to
gain approval
for proceeding
with “war crimes
investigations”
against Israelis.

On February 12, NGO Monitor broke the
story of the UN Human Rights Council’s
adoption of the BDS (boycott, divestment,
and sanctions) blacklist, highlighting its
defamatory and antisemitic nature. NGO Monitor was quoted in The
New York Times and hundreds of other international publications as experts on this issue. This comes after NGO Monitor efforts played a central
role in delaying the publication of the UN BDS blacklist. NGO Monitor
repeatedly warned that there were significant due-process deficiencies, and
as a result, in 2017, the UN High Commissioner for Human Rights sent a
letter to the UNHRC requesting a delay; the UN High Commissioner for
Human Rights announced a further delay in 2018.
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In response to the publication of the blacklist, NGO Monitor and our
partners outlined the fundamental problems in a position paper titled
“HRC Blacklist Position Paper: A Legal Perspective.” NGO Monitor also
prepared a submission to the Norwegian Pension Fund regarding Guidelines for Observation and Exclusion of Companies from the Government
Pension Fund Global. Ultimately, the Norwegian government rejected
arguments that it should blacklist a subsidiary of a company that appeared
on the UN’s list.
NGO Monitor continues to be the primary source for information regarding the blacklist, which was driven in large part by powerful NGOs like
Human Rights Watch and members of the PFLP terror-linked network.
NGO Monitor also published detailed research on the NGOs involved
in the blacklist’s creation and an analysis of the entries. In anticipation of
the blacklist’s publication, NGO Monitor posted a video explaining the
antisemitism behind this campaign.
In addition, NGO Monitor played an important role in the cancelation of
a speech by a leader of a terror-tied NGO at the UN. In February, Defense

NGO Monitor President Prof. Gerald Steinberg, Managing Editor Becca Wertman,
and Legal Advisor Anne Herzberg speak at the UN Human Rights Council.
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After NGO
Monitor sent
a letter to the
Belgian Foreign
Minister detailing
DCI-P’s terror
ties, Belgium
rescinded its
invitation.

for Children International-Palestine’s Senior
Advisor Brad Parker was scheduled to address
the UN Security Council in New York. Parker
was invited by Belgium, which held the rotating
presidency that month. However, after NGO
Monitor sent a letter to the Belgian Foreign
Minister detailing DCI-P’s terror ties, Belgium
rescinded its invitation.

NGO Monitor participated at the 43rd, 44th,
and 45th sessions of the UN Human Rights
Council. Our President Prof. Gerald Steinberg,
Legal Advisor Anne Herzberg, and our managing editor addressed the issues of terrorism, antisemitism, and the UN’s problematic reporting
methodology in more than twenty written submissions and video statements to the Council. NGO Monitor’s Legal Advisor also participated in
multiple organizational meetings pressing the Council to expand virtual
NGO participation in the wake of the COVID-19 pandemic.

INTERNATIONAL CRIMINAL COURT
On March 17, NGO Monitor – together with the Lawfare Project, Palestinian Media Watch, and Jerusalem Center for Public Affairs – submitted
a joint amicus brief to the International Criminal Court (ICC) rejecting the ICC’s jurisdiction in the West Bank and Gaza.
The submission is a response to the ICC Prosecutor’s announcement
that she plans to begin a formal investigation into Israel for “war crimes”
committed in the West Bank and Gaza. Our submission presents several
arguments countering the NGO claims on ICC jurisdiction.
NGO Monitor is also actively preparing to challenge reliance on and participation of PFLP-linked NGOs in the event the Court authorizes the
Prosecutor’s investigation.
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NGO Monitor staff attends a committee meeting at the UN Human Rights Council.
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PRAISE FOR NGO MONITOR –
FROM OUR DETRACTORS
IN 2020, MANY influential anti-Israel NGOs attacked NGO Monitor,
denouncing the new funding restrictions and other policy changes around
the world. As NGO Monitor’s impact expands, the NGOs that we expose
and their allies intensify their campaigns to derail our efforts by defaming
us. The desperate attempts to silence us are clear evidence that our research
is having an important and expanding impact.

Belgium — In January, two
Belgian NGO umbrella networks
presented a highly politicized publication
to Parliament that makes numerous false
claims about NGO Monitor. The NGOs
identified NGO Monitor as one of “the
most threatening actors” and leveled accusations of our “threatening their space
to operate.” They also recommended that
“EU institutions in Brussels, the EU Delegation in Tel Aviv, the EU Representation
in Jerusalem and EU member states’
delegations in Tel Aviv and Jerusalem
should review their relationships and
engagement [with NGO Monitor].”
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Israel — In May the “Policy Working
Group,” a fringe Israeli organization
funded by a far-left German political foundation, sent a letter to EU
Commissioner Varhelyi accusing NGO
Monitor of attempting to “harm human rights defenders” in our efforts
to ensure that funding does not go to
NGOs tied to terror. The letter seems
to have been ignored by Commissioner Varhelyi, as later that week he confirmed that the EU envoys are
investigating NGO terror ties.

NGO MONITOR

Palestinian NGOs — The Palestinian NGO Network (PNGO),
an umbrella organization of the leading Palestinian NGOs, wrote a
letter to the President of the European Commission attacking NGO
Monitor as “waging smear campaigns to defund Palestinians NGOs” and requesting that the EU continue to support terror-tied groups.
Then, in June, PNGO wrote a letter to the Czech Ambassador to Israel calling
for the cancellation of a briefing with NGO Monitor. The attempt to sabotage
the meeting failed, and our Vice President Olga Deutsch briefed several
European diplomats on the importance of implementing the EU’s terror
restrictions in NGO funding.
In August, Palestinian Centre for Human Rights published a 48-page report
detailing NGO Monitor’s work and impact, stating, “NGO Monitor takes pride in
being the reason behind closing and decreasing funding of several Israeli and
Palestinian NGOs.”
In October, Palestinian NGO Al-Haq slandered NGO Monitor in a submission to
the UN, laughably accusing NGO Monitor of incitement due to our “efforts to
associate Al-Haq with the BDS movement.”
In November, Palestinian politician and president of the NGO known as the
Palestinian Medical Relief Society (PMRS) Mustafa Barghouti made the ludicrous claim that NGO Monitor is one of the “three Israeli institutions, run
by the Israeli security services, [that] carry out successive attacks on official
and private Palestinian institutions, United Nations institutions, and various
international development agencies.”

Netherlands — In August, a Dutch MP asked
several parliamentary questions regarding NGO
Monitor, and a group of Palestinian NGOs published a
statement claiming, “The decision of the Dutch government [to freeze funds to a terror-linked NGO] was preceded
and triggered by a coordinated pressure campaign of organizations closely affiliated with the Israeli government,
mainly NGO Monitor...”
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NGOS AND ANTISEMITISM
RECENT YEARS HAVE seen a sharp rise in antisemitism, including in
the rhetoric and activities of anti-Israel NGOs. NGO Monitor makes sure
that incidents of NGOs promoting antisemitism are brought to the attention of funders, decision makers, and the broader public.

OXFAM SELLS
MEIN KAMPF
In November 2020,
NGO Monitor held
Oxfam accountable,
when researchers discovered that Oxfam’s online store featured multiple listings of Hitler’s Mein Kampf, including
some with swastikas on the cover. Media inquiries and our
social media posts caught the attention of Oxfam officials,
who responded, apologized, and removed the listings.

POLICY PAPER
All our research and impact regarding NGOs promoting antisemitism culminated at the end of the year,
with our publication of a policy paper making recommendations on how governments can integrate the IHRA definition into
funding mechanisms. We suggest that, if properly implemented both
proactively and reactively, using the IHRA definition can help address
the challenges posed by deeply ingrained antisemitism. This paper will
be instrumental in our efforts to combat NGO antisemitism in 2021.
NGO Monitor Vice President discusses how the Knesset can tackle antisemitism with MK Michal
Cotler-Wunsh at the Knesset.
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CORONAVIRUS AS A BLOOD LIBEL
From the early days of the global pandemic, COVID-19 became
another opportunity for politicized NGOs to demonize Israel.
This is consistent with the endless previous attempts by NGOs to
capitalize on prevailing issues in the public
sphere to advance anti-Israel narratives.

We found numerous

NGO Monitor tracked and analyzed
examples in which
NGO statements on coronavirus. We
NGOs accuse Israel
found numerous examples in which
NGOs accuse Israel of creating the virus,
of creating the virus,
compare Israel to a virus, and allege that
compare Israel to a
Israel deliberately exposes Palestinians
virus, and allege that
to COVID-19. NGOs also blame Israel,
exclusively, for Gaza’s lack of medical inIsrael
deliberately
frastructure, as well as for the projected
exposes Palestinians
spread of the virus in Gaza. Reminiscent
of medieval blood libels, NGOs ascribe
to COVID-19.
nefarious motives and attribute blame
to Jews and to the Jewish state for non-Jewish deaths. The fact
that the virus has spread around the world at an alarming rate,
overwhelming health system capacity in numerous countries, is
deliberately ignored to promote this demonization.
We published two reports, “Exploiting the Coronavirus for Anti-Israel Campaigns” and “Gaza and Corona: The NGO Preemptive Blood Libel Campaign,” and prepared a presentation
with concrete examples of widely disseminated corona-related
antisemitic conspiracy theories. NGO Monitor’s reports were
updated regularly with new examples, detailing absurd NGO
attacks against Israel and antisemitic blood libels in the context
of COVID-19. NGO Monitor’s reports were also cited in many
media outlets and served as the basis for numerous Zoom presentations via which we were able to reach thousands of participants.
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EXPANDING OUR REACH
NGO MONITOR CONTINUES to increase our media presence and impact, ensuring that our research reaches the eyes and ears of decision makers around the world. This year, our analyses appeared in media outlets in
over 50 countries and were featured in leading newspapers, TV networks,
and radio newscasts around the globe. NGO Monitor also significantly
enhanced our social media presence, increasing our number of followers
on both Facebook and Twitter and launching our new Instagram page.
These efforts have led to NGO Monitor experts being quoted in a wide
range of media, allowing our issues to be at the forefront of public debate.
In 2020, NGO Monitor was cited in The New York Times, Newsweek,
National Public Radio (US), The Jerusalem Post, Galei Tzahal, Israel HaNGO Monitor Vice President Olga Deutsch interviewed on Arte TV.
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yom, JTA, JNS, Die Welt (Germany), Telegraaf
(Netherlands), Globes, Middle East Eye, and
many other media platforms around the world.
We appeared in hundreds of stories on issues related to the UN blacklist, the ICC investigation,
EU funding to terror-tied NGOs, BDS, delegitimization, and more.

Our analyses
appeared in
media outlets
in over 50
countries and
were featured
in leading
newspapers, TV
networks, and
radio newscasts
around the
globe.

Through webinars, our research has reached
increasingly larger audiences across the globe.
We hosted and co-sponsored numerous virtual
events in 2020 featuring important guests including Natan Sharansky, Judge Elyakim Rubinstein, Einat Wilf, Adi Schwartz, Ben-Dror
Yemini, Hanan Lis, Col. Richard Kemp, and
MK Michal Cotler-Wunsh. Our webinars discussed the ICC’s targeting of democracies, NGO antisemitism, The War of
Return, lies in the media and academia regarding the Arab-Israeli
conflict, and antisemitism and the role of civil society. We also
teamed up with the Herzl Center, Act.IL, Middle East Forum,
and other groups to present our research to their audiences.
On social media, we launched numerous successful campaigns.
Our most effective campaigns were on our reports documenting
NGOs tied to terror and on the UN blacklist. Our infographics
and videos reached more than 500,000 people on Facebook,
Twitter, and Instagram.
In addition, NGO Monitor’s podcast, Human Rights and Hot
Coffee, gained many new subscribers and received hundreds of
downloads each week. Our greatest hits in 2020 were on the
new EU terror clause, the ICC investigation, the UN blacklist,
Human Rights Watch scandals, and Trump’s Deal of the Century. Our podcast is available on Apple Podcast, Spotify, Stitcher,
Player FM, and more.
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ANNUAL CONFERENCE

ON DECEMBER 10, NGO Monitor held
our annual conference under the banner
of “Terror Leaders as Human Rights
Activists – Exposing the Façade.”
The conference focused on the ties
between NGOs and known terrorist
organizations, and our research on the
numerous organizations currently receiving taxpayer support that have direct
affiliation to terrorist groups.
The virtual conference featured presentations and
two panels with prominent figures. Noam Katz, Deputy Director General
and Head of Public Diplomacy at Israel's Ministry of Foreign Affairs gave
the opening remarks, followed by a presentation by Prof. Gerald Steinberg.
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“There is a widespread misunderstanding
among politicians that if they want to
do something good for the Palestinians
they support NGOs without looking ...
and without transparency.”
-MEP Niclas Herbst
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The first panel discussed “Humanitarian
Aid, NGOs and Terror – Reshaping Policy” with Member of European Parliament
Niclas Herbst and Former Deputy Administrator at USAID Bonnie Glick. The second
panel was a discussion on challenges and
best practices in engaging with policy makers, featuring AJC Transatlantic Director
Daniel Schwammenthal, Executive Director
of Middle East Peace Forum Mirjam Rosenstein, and ACOM CEO Angel Mas.

“It’s in working with
organizations like
NGO Monitor that
we are able to make
sure that our work
benefits intended
beneficiaries.”
-Bonnie Glick

Rabbi Eitan Shnerb, the father of Rina
Shnerb who was murdered in 2019 by NGO
officials affiliated with the PFLP, gave a heartfelt and moving speech about
his harrowing experience.
This conference is part of NGO Monitor’s strategy of pressing governments to implement funding guidelines, particularly regarding NGOs
with ties to terror groups, and to apply new guidelines in NGO funding.
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ACADEMIC PUBLICATIONS
• “Palestinian Activists at Human Rights Watch,” The Begin Sadat Center for Strategic Studies, 22 July 2020, Prof. Gerald M. Steinberg and
Maayan Rockland.
• Review essay on “The War of Return: How Western Indulgence of the
Palestinian Dream Has Obstructed the Path to Peace,” by Adi Schwartz
and Einat Wilf, Israel Journal of Foreign Affairs, Prof. Gerald M. Steinberg, July 2020.
• Review essay on “The Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the
Holocaust: An Endangered Connection,” by Johannes Morsink, Israel
Journal of Foreign Affairs, Prof. Gerald Steinberg, forthcoming.
• “The Leadership Role of Human Rights NGOs in Soft Power Warfare:
From Durban to the ICC and beyond,” Conference of the Association
for the Study of the Middle East and Africa (ASMEA), Prof. Gerald M.
Steinberg, November 19-21, 2020.
• “Lex Generalis Derogat Legi Speciali: IHL in Human Rights Regulation
of Military Courts Operating in Situations of Armed Conflict,” Anne
Herzberg, (forthcoming Vol. 54 Israel Law Review).
• “Corporate Due Diligence in Situations of Armed Conflict, Submission
to the UN Working Group on Business and Human Rights, Project on
Business in Conflict and Post-Conflict Contexts,” Anne Herzberg, April
2020.
• “UN Treaty Body Promotes BDS at Urging of Norwegian NGO,” The
Began-Sadat Center for Strategic Studies Perspectives Paper, Anne
Herzberg, 15 April 2020.
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MANAGEMENT
Professor Gerald Steinberg, President and Founder — Professor
Emeritus at Bar Ilan, Gerald Steinberg leads NGO Monitor’s research
and activities. He was awarded a prestigious Israel Science Foundation
grant for research on NGO fact-finding, served on the advisory board
of the Israel Law Review, and participates in the Halifax International
Security Forum and similar frameworks. Key publications include
“NGOs, Human Rights, and Political Warfare in the Arab-Israel
Conflict” (Israel Studies, 2006); “The UN, the ICJ and the Separation Barrier: War by Other Means” (Israel Law Review, 2005); Best
Practices for Human Rights and Humanitarian NGO Fact-Finding
(co-author), 2012; and Menachem Begin and the Israel-Egypt Peace
Process: Between Ideology and Political Realism (2019). Prof. Steinberg
is often cited and interviewed in the media regarding NGO and human rights related issues.

Dov Yarden, CEO — Dov Yarden was appointed NGO Monitor’s
CEO in March 2008 to oversee the management and day to day
operations of the organization. He is also responsible for financial
planning, personnel, and donor relations. Together with Prof. Gerald Steinberg, Dov drives NGO Monitor’s strategic direction. Prior
to joining NGO Monitor, Dov was a hi-tech entrepreneur. He was
one of the founders of Unicorn Solutions and managed their global
Information Technologies and Administration until the company was
bought by IBM in 2006.

Olga Deutsch, Vice President — In her capacity as Vice President,
Olga Deutsch works with elected officials around the world. She
brings extensive experience in international politics and Europe-Israel
relations, and expertise in advocacy and building effective strategies
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to combat delegitimization, BDS, and modern antisemitism. Before
joining NGO Monitor, Olga held senior positions in the private sector
in Europe and Israel, focusing on strategic consulting and international business development. She also served as the Chairperson of the
European Union of Jewish Students, an umbrella organization for 34
national unions, and in 2008, received the International Leadership
Prize from the American Jewish Committee. Olga holds degrees in
banking, insurance, and finance from the Universities of Belgrade and
Munich, and she obtained a special Community Leader training at
the School of International and Public Affairs of Columbia University
in New York. Olga is fluent in Serbian, English, Hebrew, and German. She is married and a mother of two.

Naftali Balanson, Chief of Staff — Naftali has been part of NGO
Monitor for over twelve years and oversees all of NGO Monitor’s publications and other output; helps develop strategic goals and objectives;
and works closely with researchers, communications, and website staff.
He has written extensively about BDS campaigns, NGO funding and
transparency, and the relationship between governments and NGOs.
His articles and op-eds have appeared in many publications including
The Jerusalem Post, The Forward, The Jewish Chronicle, and Ynet. He
has an MA in English Literature from Columbia University and an
MBA from Hebrew University.

Anne Herzberg, Legal Advisor — Anne Herzberg is the author of
NGO Monitor’s “NGO Lawfare: Exploitation of Courts in the Arab-Israeli Conflict” and the “International Law, Human Rights and
NGOs Series,” as well as co-author of Best Practices for Human Rights
and Humanitarian NGO Fact-Finding and other academic publica-
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tions. She is one of the leading experts on NGO “lawfare” cases against
Israeli officials and companies doing business with Israel. She is regularly invited to speak at international conferences, and her op-eds have
appeared in Ha’aretz, The Wall Street Journal, and The Jerusalem Post.

Itai Reuveni, Director of Communications and Outreach — Itai
Reuveni is an alumnus of the International Visitor Leadership Program, a prestigious program run by the United States State Department that deals with issues relating to the promotion of human rights.
He earned a BA in Political Science and Iranian Studies at the Hebrew
University of Jerusalem, where he also obtained an MA in Political
Science and International Affairs. In 2018, he was included in Makor
Rishon’s list of the most influential young adults in Israel, and in 2019
he was awarded Haifa University’s “Online Ambassadors Award” for
his work in combating antisemitism. Itai’s articles and op-eds have
appeared in many publications. He also lectures in various forums
around the world, including NATO/ATA seminars.

Yona Schiffmiller, Director of Research — Yona leads NGO Monitor’s research department, which is responsible for creating a variety
of reports, fact sheets, and other research materials. He also develops
organizational strategic partnerships and increases engagement with
NGO Monitor through writing and hosting the “Human Rights and
Hot Coffee” podcast. Yona received his BA in Political Science and
International Relations and his MA in International Relations from
the Hebrew University of Jerusalem. Yona’s articles and op-eds have appeared in Newsweek, Globes, The Hill, Israel Hayom, and The Forward.
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Professor Avraham Bell — Prof. Bell is a professor of law at the
law schools of Bar Ilan University and University of San Diego. His
research interests include international law (particularly the laws of
war), property law (including intellectual property), and economic
analysis of law. He studied at the University of Chicago and Harvard
University. Prof. Bell co-authored, with Professor Steinberg, a study
on NGO reporting during the Lebanon War, funded by the Israel
Science Foundation. He currently serves on the boards of the San
Diego chapter of StandWithUs and the Israeli chapter of CAMERA
(Presspectiva).

Mr. Joel Golovensky, Chair — Mr. Golovensky was born in New
York City and was raised in New Rochelle, NY. He received a BA from
the University of Pennsylvania (Magna Cum Laude, Phi Beta Kappa),
a JD from the Harvard Law School, and an LLM from the New York
University School of Law. Mr. Golovensky practiced law in New York
for 20 years and was a managing partner of a Manhattan law firm before moving to Israel with his wife (Vera) and two daughters (Yael and
Michal) in 1987. In New York, he was active in Jewish life, serving as
Vice President and President-Elect of the Board of Jewish Education
for the New York Metropolitan Area.
In Israel, Mr. Golovensky practiced law and was active as a lay leader
in the Jewish Agency for Israel, serving on the Executive of the Joint
Authority for Jewish Zionist Education and on the Board of Governors Education Committee.
At the end of 2004, he founded the Institute for Zionist Strategies
(IZS). He has also written a bi-weekly column for Haaretz, articles
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for Maariv, The Jerusalem Post, and The Jerusalem Report, and was
a pioneer mediator, serving on a panel of the Supreme Court. From
September 1999-September 2002, Mr. Golovensky served as Director of the American Jewish Joint Distribution Committee’s Russian
Department in Moscow. Mr. Golovensky continues to practice international law.

Charles (Chuck) Freedman is currently Scholar in Residence and
Adjunct Research Professor in the Department of Economics at Carleton University in Ottawa, Canada. He worked at the Bank of Canada from 1974 to 2003, serving as Deputy Governor from 1988 to
2003. Prior to joining the Bank of Canada in 1974, Freedman was a
faculty member at the University of Minnesota. Since his retirement,
Freedman has served as a consultant for a number of central banks,
focusing on both monetary policy questions and issues surrounding
the organization and structure of central banks. He has also produced
studies on real interest rates for Canadian financial institutions. Freedman is a director of boards in Canada and Israel. Freedman studied at
the University of Toronto, Oxford University, and MIT, from which
he received a PhD in Economics. He has published widely in economic journals and volumes of conference proceedings.

Mark Goldfarb made Aliyah from New York in 1996 and lives in
Jerusalem. He is a graduate of CUNY Queens College. Mark is the
CEO of Six Degrees Space Ltd, a Jerusalem based technology startup
(www.sixdof.space) and CEO of Habira Group Capital Ltd, an Israeli
real estate advisory and investment firm. In parallel with his professional work, Mark has voluntarily been involved in senior positions at
several not-for-profits, with a focus on education.
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Prof. Maureen Appel Molot is a Professor Emeritus and former
director of The Norman Paterson School of International Affairs
(NPSIA) at Carleton University in Ottawa, Canada. Maureen retired
from Carleton at the end of June 2007. She has a BA and MA from
McGill University and a PhD from the University of California at
Berkeley. Maureen’s research focused on a number of areas, including
the auto industry in North America, Canada-US economic relations,
the North American Free Trade Agreement, and Canadian foreign
economic policy. In addition, Maureen has been fortunate to have
held a number of positions in the voluntary sector, among them President of the Ottawa Vaad Ha’Ir, Chair and a 13-year board member of
the Community Foundation of Ottawa, and a member of the board
of Community Foundations of Canada.

AMUTA MEMBERS
Adv. Trevor Asserson is the Founder and Senior Partner at Asserson
Law Offices, a law firm in Tel Aviv that focuses purely on English
law and is Israel’s largest foreign law firm. He has been recognized
for many years in the leading UK legal directories for his litigation
skills where he has been described as a “brilliant litigator” who “has
all the qualities needed and is commercially savvy.” He has also been
shortlisted as “Litigator of the Year.”
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Ms. Judy Lash Balint made aliya from Seattle, WA in 1998. She
earned a Masters in Social Work from the University of Washington
where she was active in a variety of campus Jewish groups. She served
as a Vice President of the Union of Councils for Soviet Jews for more
than 9 years and founded Seattle Action for Soviet Jewry in 1975.
Prior to moving to Israel, she was director of the Coalition for Jewish Concerns–Amcha, headed by Rabbi Avi Weiss. Since 2008, she
has been a staff member of the Jerusalem Center for Public Affairs
where she serves as Book Review Editor of the Jewish Political Studies Review and coordinates the intern program. She is the author of
two volumes of Jerusalem Diaries: In Tense Times, as well as dozens
of articles published in newspapers and magazines worldwide. In an
August 2001 article in The Jerusalem Report, “Not Help, But Interference,” she exposed the extent of financial involvement of European
NGOs in the Israel-Arab conflict. She currently writes on a freelance
basis for JNS.org.

Mr. Edward Cohen is qualified as a chartered accountant in the UK.
Mr. Cohen was previously a member of the London Stock Exchange
and a partner at a stockbroking firm in London. He was also a member of Lloyds London. Upon moving to Israel in 1983, Mr. Cohen was
involved in venture capital, and is the previous chairman of the Israel
Free Loan Association (www.freeloan.org.il).

Ms. Penina Goldstein previously worked as an attorney at Israel’s
Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the State Revenue Administration
at the Ministry of Finance, and as an editor at the Institute of the
World Jewish Congress. Today, she lives in Jerusalem and works as a
freelance translator, working on legal and other materials for various
government entities as well as a variety of private firms.
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Ms. Frieda Feldman Horwitz, a native of Milwaukee, Wisconsin,
made Aliyah from Boston in 1983. She holds degrees from Barnard
College and MIT in political science. Having done graduate work in
International Relations and Middle East Studies at Columbia University and Hebrew University, she is a graduate of the Hornstein MA
Program at Brandeis. She was the national associate director of the
Union of Councils for Soviet Jews and editor of their newsletter before
making Aliyah. Ms. Horwitz then worked at the Pincus Fund and the
Melton Center at Hebrew University before becoming the executive
director of the Program for Innovative Teaching Fund for 16 years.
She was also the assistant director of Moetzet Yachad for eight years
and created and then directed the Coalition Project in the Kiryat Menachem neighborhood in Jerusalem.
Recently, she directed a video project for the Brenner Foundation and
was the assistant project director for the Garden of Ideas project. She
continues to work as an editor and writer, and currently serves on the
boards of several non-profit agencies.

Baruch Lionarons came to Jerusalem many years ago after being
educated in his native Suriname and trained as a business economist
in the Netherlands and the USA. After a long career as a finance manager for a logistics company he taught economics and finance at a
local college and is presently doing innovation management in EU-financed applied research consortia. He is passionate about conveying a
deep love for Israel to all, but especially to younger generations with a
critical, outward looking sense of citizenship. Baruch has a critical eye
for slanted and tendentious Israel news coverage and often took issue
with outlets such as The Guardian and the Economist (both U.K.) and
VPRO (a Dutch public broadcaster). Being a keen cyclist, he gets to
deep thinking mode on long, steep climbs.
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Rabbi Dov Lipman served as a member of the 19th Knesset with the
Yesh Atid party and has rabbinic ordination from Ner Israel Rabbinical College and a Masters degree in education from Johns Hopkins
University. Rabbi Lipman is the author of six books about Judaism
and Israel, is a political commentator for ILTV and i24 News, a columnist for The Jerusalem Post and Times of Israel, and is involved in
Israel advocacy programs around the world.

Dr. Asaf Malach is the founder and head of the Jewish Statesmanship
Center (JSC). As an extra-academic institution launched in 2007,
JSC develops Zionist leadership among outstanding students who are
motivated to contribute through public service. Dr. Malach’s fields
of research include nationalism and the nation-state, political philosophy, and Jewish and Israeli political thought. He is a lecturer in
all these disciplines at the Shalem College and serves as a research
fellow at the Kohelet Policy Forum and at the Shalom Hartman Institute. Since 2015, Dr. Malach has chaired the Ministry of Education’s
Committee for Citizenship Studies. His book on the development of
Jewish nationalism was published by Yedioth Books in 2019.

Ms. Linda Olmert (Audit Committee) was born and raised in Toronto, Canada, and moved to Israel in 1975. Ms. Olmert served as
the Director of NPO “Eretz Nehederet” (“A Wonderful Land”) and
is currently a senior real estate developer. Ms. Olmert previously
spent 12 years at the Diaspora Museum Tel Aviv where she helped
develop “Game Education” and was the Director of Media Relations
and Resource Development at Palestinian Media Watch. She founded
the Organization for Children of Holocaust Survivors in Israel; is an
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Executive Steering Committee member and Board of Directors member Yad Vashem Holocaust Museum, Jerusalem, Israel; and is Vice
President and Board of Directors member Fellowship of Israel and
Black America (FIBA).

Dr. Amira Schiff is a faculty member of the program on Conflict
Resolution, Conflict Management and Negotiation at Bar-Ilan University. She holds a PhD in Political Science specializing in international conflict resolution, particularly peace processes in ethno-national conflicts. Dr. Schiff has published articles in leading academic
journals and three books.

Alan Tennenberg, MD, MPH; Chief Medical Officer, Johnson &
Johnson Global Public Health. Trained as an infectious diseases physician, Alan has over 20 years of experience in the pharmaceutical
industry, clinical medicine, public health, and academia. As Chief
Medical Officer of Johnson & Johnson Global Public Health, he is
responsible for building strategic relationships with key stakeholders
and partners in government, academia, multi-lateral institutions, and
NGOs around the world. Alan also trained in Internal Medicine and
Infectious Diseases at the New York Hospital-Cornell University
Medical College, holds an MD from the University of Pennsylvania
School of Medicine, and a Master of Public Health degree from the
Columbia University Mailman School of Public Health.
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Prof. Jeffrey R. Woolf is an Associate Professor in the Talmud Department at Bar-Ilan University in Israel, specializing in Jewish Intellectual History and the interaction between Judaism, Islam, and
Christianity. He received his PhD from Harvard and spent two years
at Yale as a Post-Doc in Religion. He studied for nine and a half years
under Rabbi Joseph B. Soloveitchik and was ordained at Yeshiva University. He chairs the Maaseh Hoshev Institute for Leadership Development and sits on the Executive Committees of the Museum of
Italian Jewry in Jerusalem and of Ma’aleh: The Center for Religious
Zionism. He has served on the Boards of the Rabbinical Council of
America and Beit Hillel, and was the founding Chairman of Yeshiva
University’s Orthodox Forum in Israel. Fluent in five languages, he is
frequently interviewed in the electronic and print media, in Israel and
abroad, on a broad swath of contemporary issues. He has authored or
edited three books and over forty scholarly monographs, along with
dozens of articles in Hebrew and English news and thought platforms.

INTERNATIONAL ADVISORY
BOARD
Elliot Abrams is a Senior Fellow for Middle Eastern Studies at the
Council on Foreign Relations. He previously served as Assistant Secretary of State for Human Rights in the Reagan Administration; was
Special Assistant to the President for Democracy, Human Rights, and
International Organizations; and was then Deputy National Security
Advisor in the George W. Bush Administration.
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Amb. Vivian Bercovici served as Canada’s Ambassador to Israel from
January 2014 to June 2016. Prior to serving in this role, Vivian practiced law in Toronto for 24 years, focusing on financial services, First
Nations negotiations, and defamation law.

Hon. Michael Danby (MP) is a senior member of the Australian
Labor Party. Currently the Parliamentary Secretary to the Opposition
Leader, Michael Danby was previously Parliamentary Secretary for
the Arts, Chairperson of the Australian Parliament’s Joint Standing
Committee on Foreign Affairs, Defense, and Trade, as well as the
Joint Standing Committee on Migration. Mr. Danby is also a member of the Steering Committee of an international network called the
World Movement for Democracy.

Professor Alan Dershowitz is the Felix Frankfurter Professor of Law
at Harvard Law School. He has been called “Israel’s single most visible defender – the Jewish state’s lead attorney in the court of public
opinion.”

Hon. Alexander Downer was Australia’s longest serving foreign minister during the Howard Government from March 1996 to December
2007. He was Leader of the Opposition and Leader of the Parliamentary Liberal Party from May 1994 to January 1995. Hon. Downer is a
Partner in his firm, Bespoke Approach, a strategic advisory business as
well as the Secretary General of the United Nation’s Special Advisor
on Cyprus at the level of Under Secretary General. He is also a Visiting Professor of Politics and International Trade at the University of
Adelaide and sits on a number of boards.
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Sen. Linda Frum was appointed by Prime Minister Stephen Harper
to the Senate to represent the Province of Ontario in 2009. She currently sits as a member of the Senate Standing Committee on Social
Affairs, Science and Technology; Rules, Procedures, and the Rights
of Parliament; and Conflict of Interest for Senators. She was chair of
the Women’s Division of the United Jewish Appeal and a past board
member of the Canada Israel Committee. She is also a recipient of the
Golda Meir Leadership Award from the State of Israel bonds and of
the Rothschild Humanitarian Award from Shaare Zedek Hospital.

Tom Gross is an internationally acclaimed British-born journalist,
political and media commentator, and human rights campaigner, specializing in the Middle East.

Col. Richard Kemp served as Commander of the Order of the British Empire for 29 years, and handled all major global terrorist attacks,
including those against British interests.

Douglas Murray is an award-winning author and journalist. He is the
associate director of the Henry Jackson Society and associate editor of
the Spectator magazine (UK). His latest publication, The Madness of
Crowds was a bestseller and ‘book of the year’ for The Times and The
Sunday Times.
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Hon. Fiamma Nirenstein is an award-winning journalist and author
and a former member of the Italian Parliament’s Chamber of Deputies
(2008-2013), where she served as Vice President of the Committee on
Foreign Affairs of the Chamber of Deputies.

Professor Judea Pearl is a professor of computer science and director
of the Cognitive Systems Laboratory at UCLA. He is known internationally for his contributions to artificial intelligence, human reasoning, and philosophy of science.

Justice Elyakim Rubinstein was appointed Justice of the Supreme
Court in 2004. In 2015, he was appointed as Deputy President of the
Supreme Court, a position he held until 2017.

Judge Abraham Sofaer has been a George P. Shultz Distinguished
Scholar and Senior Fellow at the Hoover Institution (Stanford University) since 1994. He has been a prosecutor, legal educator, judge,
government official, and attorney in private practice.
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Dr. Einat Wilf is a leading intellectual and original thinker on matters of foreign policy, economics, education, and Israel and the Jewish
people. She is considered one of Israel’s most articulate representatives
on the international stage, with her opinion articles regularly published in international publications and frequent interviews for television and radio programs around the world. A member of the Israeli
Parliament from 2010-2013 on behalf of the Labor and Independence
parties, media reports revealed she was considered a leading candidate
for Israel’s Ambassador at the UN. She was also described by Le Figaro
magazine as a future Prime Minister of Israel.

Professor Ruth R. Wisse is Professor Emerita of Martin Peretz Professor of Yiddish Literature and Professor of Comparative Literature at
Harvard University. Currently, she is the distinguished Senior Fellow
of the Tikvah Fund.

R. James Woolsey is former Director of Central Intelligence (19931995). Mr. Woolsey serves on a range of government, corporate, and
non-profit advisory boards and chairs several, including that of the
Washington firm ExecutiveAction LLC.
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PARTNER WITH US
DONATIONS IN THE USA
Contributions in U.S. dollars are tax-deductible in the USA. You can
donate online at www.ngo-monitor.org/donate or via: REPORT Inc.
PMB 225, 1121 N. Bethlehem Pike, Ste 60 Spring House, PA 19477
REPORT Inc. is a recognized 501(c)3, EIN 26-2971061

DONATIONS IN ISRAEL
Tax Deductible Contributions in Israel, (recognized under paragraph 46a of the Israel Income Tax Authority), may be made online
at www.ngo-monitor.org/donate or by sending checks (made payable to: Institute for NGO Research – מכון לחקר ארגונים לא ממשלתיים
(NGO Monitor, 10 Yad Harutzim, Jerusalem, 9342148.) For more
information, please email: info@ngo-monitor.org

DONATIONS IN THE UK
Contributions in GB pounds are tax-deductible in the UK, through
gifts made to: REPORT (UK), c/o City and Dominion Registrars Ltd.
1075 Finchley Rd, London, NW11 OPU

DONATIONS IN CANADA
Contributions in Canadian dollars are tax-deductible in Canada, and
may be made online at www.ngo-monitor.org/donate or by sending
a cheque payable to: “Canada Charity Partners.” To ensure that the
funds reach us, please mark in the memo section that this cheque is
for “580465508”. You will receive a tax receipt from Canada Charity
Partners. Please send cheques to: Canada Charity Partners, 5785
Smart Ave., Cote St Luc, Quebec, CANADA H4W 2M8
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